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On being questioned about what
exactly a Ranveer fan is like, he says,
He likes to watch Ranveer-Deepika,
Bhansali-Nitesh (Ranveer-Deepika-

Nitesh team!) and Rasande-Siddharth
live together. He also likes Ranveer-

Ridhima-Farah. He's a hybrid Ranveer
fan. Ranveer gregariously says, I

actually dont like questions like that. Im
pretty much the same for all my

characters. Im cool to all my colleagues
no matter what they do. I remember on

the sets of Padmaavat, some people
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would write that I was only comfortable
playing those anguished characters. Im
cool to them all. They can direct me to

an anguished character or happy or
sad. Even in Goliyon Ki Raasleela
Ramleela, I did my best to give a

character who was quite happy, yet
anguished. After Goliyon Ki Raasleela
Ramleela, Sharad made his Bollywood
debut in Yeh Saali Zindagi. He was also

seen in Delhi-6, Gangster, Kaminey,
Ghayal Once Again and Tum Bin. After
that, he also had a role in the comedy
Attarintiki Darediyan. Sharad's most

successful film as a character actor was
Raasleela Ram-Leela. The film went on
to become a blockbuster of the year.
He had uncredited appearances in

Hindi Medium, Tiger Zinda Hai, Tammy
and Happy New Year. Veteran actor
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Suhasini Mulay played the character of
Dhankor Baa in the hit film Goliyon Ki
Raasleela Ram-Leela. The role earned
her a Superstar of the Decade honour
at the Filmfare Awards. Ranveer plays
the same character in the TV series.

This is a role that Suhasini never played
before. She says, It was a dream come
true when I got the chance to essay the

character again in the TV series. The
main difference between Dhankor Baa
in the movie and in the TV series is the

title, Dhankor Baa and Farida Nama.
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